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in other instances, the projections are but slightly developed (Fi:q. 9). The greatest.
care is necessary in making such sections, in order not. to break these partitions,
inasmuch as they are mostly very thin, oftentimes filmy, and brittle. A section

made by simply breaking the branch across, holding it very steadily in the fingers,
is much better than a cut by the section wheel. At. the tips of the branches

the cells can hardly be recognized as such, but. al)1)l'ar litore like irregular depressions
of greater or less depth (Fi,. 12, 1 d c' 1). Bct.veeii these the corulimu is very
loose and spongy, each cell communicating with the others through large, irreg
ular channels, penetrating even to the centre ( Piii. 1. u) of' the branch. In

the specimen which we have figured (Fij. 12). the intercommunicating channels

are less numerous than in many cases; for instance, a $l)Ct1111C11 flow l)efOVC me

is so thickly channelled, that. the solid, calcareous deposit. occupies much less loom

than the open spaces. Passing down the branch, fr halt' an inch, we come to

a point where the cells have a definite outline (F&. 10) and the l)OttOfll (1.) of

the cavity is clearly circumscribed. About. the mouth (). 01' entrance, and l.)CtVCefl

it and that of the adjoining cells, the roralliun is traversed by tortuous cavities

(if), some like channels (/), and others like hiciina' (./). nil or which communicate

freely with the cavity of the cell. Around III(- base (Ii) of the cell the corallum

(k) is more solid, and the intercommunicating clianmiels (Ii) are smaller and 1'wer
but around, and at, the centre of the branch, we find, again, a spongifl.rrn structure.

such as we have figured front a section lower down the branch ( 11. a). Nor

is this absent at any age, even in the okk'st part. of the coraII urn ; at least. we

have found it at. the centre of steiii, from an inch to an inch and a hair ill

diameter. Sometimes, such is time irregtilaritv in the rate of' clevelopimient, of the

branch, that we find the cells quite deep at. the distance of' hall' an inch from the

tip, and transversely divided into three or flur $UPCL'l)osCd chamimliers (Jq. U). The

transverse partitions (e) which lie bel.weeii these cliainbei's are as thin and fragile
as the fitise partitions, but they are more regtmhar, and sehlomu, if ever. perlbratt'd.
The same may be said lbr the oldest. anti tlee1,est cells (J1. 13). In filet, there

is very little change in the structure of the cell alter it has acquired three or

four transverse partitions; there tire the same tortuous elmaiiiwls, both about tire

youngest. (Fig. 10, Ii i), the more advanced (Fi,i.s. 9, e f' Ii, and ii), and the oldest

(1g. 13) ; and beyond that, the corallum is, as we have described it ill Fly. 10. 1".

nearly solid, with only here and there a narrow channel, until wo approach the

axis 01' the stem, where we always find a spongil'ormn mass (Fii. 11, (1). Tile

form of the cell, at all ages, is cylindrical 9. II. and 13), and the transrei51'

partitions are nearly uniformly arranged, at equal distances, olle above fl other,

and at. such heights, that each included chamber is front one quarter to one third

broader than deep. The direction in which time cells trend is, more or less, along
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